Assembling Baltimore Blooms on Point
After you complete your embroidery trim your large blocks
from 11.5 inches to 9.5 inches and the 8.5 inch blocks will trim
down to 6.5 inches.
Attach 2 inch sashing strips to all sides of the smaller blocks.
This will take 2 strips 6.5 by 2 inch and 2 strips 9.5 by 2 inch for
each block (you should have 12 smaller blocks).
Cut your side setting triangles and your corner triangles.
For your corner triangles: cut two squares at 7 1/4 inches and
cut on the diagonal once.

Black lines indicate straight of grain in the image.
For your side triangles: cut three squares 14 inches and cut on diagonal twice creating 4 traingles from
each square.

Lay your quilt blocks out with setting triangles and pay close attention to how you want them oriented.
Sew your diagonal rows together then the rows to the rows above and below until complete.

Trim edges to square up inner quilt before adding additional borders.
Our Borders: We added the first border out of the same fabric we did out setting triangles. Cut this at
1.5 inches and it will finish at 1 inch. Our outer border was 6 inches finished so we cut it at 6.5 inches.
Our outer border was directional so we bought enough to cut it so all our pattern was running the same
direction.

Assembling Baltimore Blooms Table Runner on Point
To do the table runner exactly how we did we appliqued the blocks onto
the background.
Purchase 1 yard of fabric for background
Only cut your fabric if it’s directional, if it’s not skip to next step.
Cut it in half at the half yardmark. Cut should be WOF
(parallel to the appox 44” side not the 36 “ side). Flip one side and sew the
sides together creating a mirror image of your design.
Trim your 11.5 inch blocks to 9.5 inches and your smaller 8.5 inch
to 6.5 inches. Ley out your blocks paying attention to the orientation of
your designs. Sew rows together on the diagonal then rows to adjacent rows.
Pay close attention to how the little blocks align on which edge of the larger
blocks. Press under the outer edges of all blocks ¼ inch with starch.

blocks

Align all the blocks on the center line of your background fabrice and choose
an applique stitch to stitch down the perimeter and over the seams between
the blocks.
To Piece the background around the blocks:
Trim big blocks to 9.5 inches and smaller blocks to 6.5 inches. Lay out your quilt paying close attention
to block orientation. Each small block will get a 6.5 x 3.5 inch (shown in blue below) sashing and a 9.5 x
3.5 sashing (shown
in yellow below)

You can choose o cut off ¼ inch outside out block point and then all border strips to complete or your
can set it with corner and side trinagles then trim to desired size and shape and still have an optional
boorder.
To set this with side triangle and corner triangles cut two squares 7 ¼ and cut on the diagonal once.

Black lines indicate straight of grain in the image.
For Side setting Triangles cut one square 14 inches and cut it on the diagonal twice.

Sew Rows together on the diagonal then sew rows to adjacent rows. Square up once complete and add
optional border. Side trianges =blue,
corner triangles= pink.
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